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Available in 2 Models:
Smart Thermal Imaging Helmet
Smart Multi-functional Helmet
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Temperature Screening From Distance

Stylish Watch For Helmet Control
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MODES OF OPERATION
Thermal Imaging Model. This has 2 operating modes.
1. Single-person temperature measurement mode: The temperature of the single target in
the centre of the screen will be measured. The maximum temperature of different parts of
the body is displayed on the AR module. The temperature above the normal range will trigger
an audible and visual alarm.
2. Large-crowd temperature measurement mode: The temperature of the forehead, collar,
arm, and other body parts exposed in the screen will be measured. The system will display
the temperature if any part in the screen falls into the preset temperature range. The alarm
will trigger when any part of the temperature goes above the threshold value.

Advanced Model. This has 9 operating modes.
1. Single-person temperature measurement mode:
2. Large-crowd temperature measurement mode:
3. QR code mode: Scan the QR code to automatically record personal info into the database
in real time, allowing paperless data logging.
4. QR code & temperature measurement mode: Scan the QR code to acquire the personal
information first, and take a temperature measurement of the person within 3s. The personal
information and the corresponding temperature will be automatically recorded into database.
This will implement paperless registration of the personal information and the corresponding
temperature.
5. License plate recognition mode*: Recognize the vehicle license plate, identify and alert
unregistered vehicles or suspect vehicles recorded in database.
6. License plate recognition & temperature measurement mode*: Besides plate identification
mentioned before, the helmet can measure the temperature of the single target in the center
of the screen. The maximum temperature of different parts of the body is displayed on the AR
module, and the temperature above the normal range will trigger an audible and visual alarm.
7. Thermographic diagnostic Imaging mode: Thermal imaging detection on specific parts of the
human body to assist finding the location and size of the lesion areas that cause fever.
8. Night-vision/Facility inspection mode: Thermal imaging scanning of industrial facilities or
establishments of night places, HVAC equipment, pipelines and electronic equipment, to assist
finding target with abnormal temperature or searching for unauthorized person.
9. Face recognition mode: The face of target in the screen is recognized and the personal
information will be displayed on the AR display. This mode is applicable for enterprises and
institutions to manage their black and white lists of
employees and visitors.
*License plate recognition is not available as a standard option. It has to be customized for
countries when needed.
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